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INTEGR ATED SHOOTBACK ® CANNON

THE MOST EFFECTIVE TRAINING TOOL FOR COVER          
AND CONCEALMENT
Increase the realism in your training by shooting back

The patented ShootBack® Cannon seamlessly integrates “hostile gun fire” from 
an on-screen, simulated threat. The ShootBack is synchronized with judgement 
trainer situations to fire a .68 caliber nylon ball from the cannon mounted 
above or below a screen. When the suspect on the screen fires, the ShootBack 
Cannon fires an accurate single, three-round burst, or fully automatic “hostile 
fire” at the trainee. It’s proven to be one of the most immediate and effective 
training tools. A joystick is also included to allow direct instructor control over 
the aim of the cannon.

KEY FEATURES
 � ShootBack is designed to respond and react seamlessly with situations.

 � Targeting laser and camera allows the instructor to safely aim the cannon.

 � High-speed tracking provides easy operation.

 � Press scenario enable on the joystick to synchronized cannon fire with shots 
fired by the training situation.

 � Unit is self-contained (610x325x140mm) with a built-in air compressor.

 � Fires in single shot, three-round bursts or fully automatic (approximately 7 
shots per second).

 � .68 caliber nylon ball projectiles.

 � Available as a standalone unit for use with any brand of simulator.

 � Effective for close quarter battle, shoothouses and multi-room configurations.

ShootBack® Cannon
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SHOOTBACK® UNIT INCLUDES
 � Cannon, electronics, air compressor, ammunition feed unit, 

video camera and laser sight.

 � Wall mounting bracket or floor stand.

 � Monitor to display video of the training area as recorded by the 
cannon mounted camera.

 � Software to integrate movement and synchronization.

 � Joystick to control the cannon movement.

OTHER SYSTEM ACCESSORIES:

CAPTURE (“PICTURE-IN-PICTURE”)
With real-time recording, you can play back trainee actions during 
the training situation: where they were, what they did and did not 
do, and what happened as a result. An excellent tool for debriefing!

WIRELESS TOUCHSCREEN TABLET
The wireless touchscreen tablet allows instructors to control 
the training session from the convenience of a wireless tablet. 
The mobility, convenience and flexibility of the tablet gives the 
instructor the ability to carry it anywhere, with full system control. 
The touchscreen tablet has a battery life up to 4 hours, with a 12.1” 
screen and connects via Wi-Fi.

TASER®

A laser-equipped TASER® X26 comes with functioning light, visible 
aiming laser and interchangeable head attachment for increased 
training realism. The judgement trainer tracks the path of each 
TASER deployment via a pair of coded laser inserts. When the 
trainee activates the TASER, if both strikes hit the target, the video 
situation will branch and play the correct outcome.

CHEMICAL AGENT
A laser-equipped Chemical Agent canister provides yet another 
tool in the arsenal of weaponry for realistic, use-of-force training. 
Full playback and scoring of the spray effectiveness allow 
instructors to easily evaluate correct deployment of the canisters.

FLASHLIGHT (VARIABLE LIGHTING)
Instructors can vary the lighting in any situation, converting your 
PRISim Suite® training into a night time or low light environment. 
With a flashlight, trainees can illuminate areas on the screen, 
learning to address threats under low light conditions.

CONTENT PRODUCTION KIT
The Content Production Kit provides all of the necessary video 
equipment to record accurate branching situations for the 
PRISim Suite judgement trainer. The primary components are a 
professional quality tripod, portable Mini HD DV VTR with LCD 
monitor, Mini HD DV Camera; and all necessary cables and 
batteries. The Content Production Kit is supplied with a hard case 
for easy transport and protection of your equipment.

Chemical Agent and TASER®

Flashlight Options

Wireless Touchscreen Tablet

Capture (Picture-In-Picture)


